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Managed DaaS on Azure

Cloud spending is on the rise as two-thirds of cloud
users have increased spending by at least

20%

Four in five
organizations now
have a multi-cloud
strategy

in 2018.

The RightScale report, 2018.

By 2020

60% of Global 2000 companies will

double their productivity via the cloud.
IDC FutureScape: Worldwide IT Industry 2018 Predictions.

51% plan to move more workloads
to the cloud.
The RightScale report, 2018.

Most enterprises have already started transitioning their
workloads to the Cloud in order to address the rising demands
of end-users for access to data and applications within
enterprises. However, this is a complex process and require
specialized skills to securely make available enterprise
applications on devices across operating systems.

Managed DaaS
on Azure

Anunta, a recognized specialist in Cloud and Virtualization technologies, offers
Managed DaaS on Azure – a Microsoft Azure-based Cloud desktop that includes
end-to-end management of your entire virtualized infrastructure with
guaranteed SLAs to provide end-users with ready to use desktops.

Design & Consulting

Onboarding and Implementation

End-to-End Support

Benefits
Built on highly scalable and robust
platform using Azure with high security
and simplified management.

Seamless upgrade to Windows Virtual
Desktop (WVD); including, multi-user
WVD only available on Azure.

Compatible with O365 with
single license from Microsoft.

Zero upfront cost as it is
available on ‘pay as you go’
model.

Significant savings on maintaining
highly skilled in-house resources,
translating to reduced TCO.

Robust security policies enable you to implement BYOD policies that
allow end-users to access data and applications through devices of their
choice without compromising on security and compliance.

Centralized management aids
rapid scaling up and down.

End-to-end implementation and integration
with existing applications and peripherals.

Fully managed desktop with comprehensive Help Desk and Single point
of accountability for all end-user performance issues.

Easy backup and DR solution available
at low additional cost.

Learn How Anunta can accelerate your EUC transformation and deliver unmatched end-user
experience for your always connected workforce.
Click here to know more
Anunta® is a leading provider of End-User Computing (EUC) solutions that help enterprises address today’s application delivery challenges by migrating from traditional client-server
architecture to a unified desktop and application services environment. Our solutions are focused on simplifying IT and maximizing performance and availability at the user end, at an
optimum cost.
www.anuntatech.com
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